
Bodyguard 1181 

Chapter 1181: I’ll Have A Chat With Him 

 

 “Ah, right! What I meant is that I’m now Mystic mid-phase peak!” Yufeng jumped, remembering that he 

was supposed to be a mid-phase already. He almost got exposed! 

“Is that so? Congratulations.” What sort of profession was Lingshan in? Of course, she could tell that 

Yufeng was lying, the guy most likely boasted that he was Mystic mid phase already when he was just 

early phase peak, and now he spilled the beans by accident. 

“Haha, I’m quite a veteran at things like leveling up and all that. Lingshan, I heard you’re talented at this, 

as well- you’re not as good as me yet, but you’re already very strong!” Yufeng said proudly. “But if you 

want to know about the secrets behind leveling up, I can teach you! You’ll be able to break through 

under my guidance, too!” 

“Oh…” Lingshan responded faintly. Of course, she wouldn’t want this random breaking through method- 

getting beat up? She didn’t want that! Look at how Lin Yi helped her; it was stress-free and relaxing, 

breaking through without pain! 

“Oh? Are you not interested in getting stronger, Lingshan?” Yufeng paused, not expecting such a low 

energy reaction even after mentioning the words level-up. 

That shouldn’t be? Yufeng thought that most people would be very excited and interested once they 

heard there was a secret about leveling up, so Yufeng didn’t understand! 

But he didn’t know that Lingshan already had a way to level up without doing anything- and that was 

through Lin YI! 

With a powerful person like Lin Yi helping her, why would she need this random secret from Yufeng? 

“I still have overtime work tomorrow, and I probably can’t make it. You have fun.” Lingshan said faintly. 

“A case just came in. I have to stay.” 

“Ah-! That’s….” Yufeng was at a loss of words instantly! There was nothing he could say- he couldn’t just 

tell her to ditch her job tomorrow, could he? 

“Is there anything else?” Lingshan asked. 

“No… There isn’t…” Yufeng said helplessly. 

“Then, I’ll hang up.” Lingshan hung up right away and breathed out in relief. She didn’t know why, but 

just hearing the guy’s voice made her feel disgusted. 

“Who was it? You don’t seem very happy?” Yutian looked at Lingshan oddly. 

“House Yu’s Yu Feng. I don’t know how, but apparently, grandpa wants me to marry into House Yu!” 

Lingshan didn’t hide her frustrations. 



“What? Yu Feng?” Yutian was stunned as he looked at Lingshan. “You’re saying that your old man Song 

is in a marriage engagement with House Yu? How did this happen?” 

“How am I supposed to know?” Lingshan rolled her eyes helplessly. “Didn’t’ I always say I wanted a man 

stronger than me? Then grandpa used that and somehow found Yu Feng, who was stronger than me, 

and then there was an engagement! I didn’t think that Yu Feng would just come knocking at my 

doorstep!” 

“But don’t you like LIn YI? Are you going to… WIth Yu Feng?” Yutian asked. 

“Of course, I don’t like Yu Feng!” Lingshan shook her head. “But my grandpa doesn’t listen to what I say, 

so I’ll have to deal with this for now and hope Yu Feng backs off!” 

“I see! If so, I’ll talk to him if I see him, let him give up on his own.” Yutian knew that a canceled marriage 

between noble houses could only happen if both the guy and the girl didn’t want it. 

Yutian thought then that he could have a talk with him, man to man- he himself gave up, after all. 

“Yutian Bro, it’s best if you don’t. I don’t have a good impression of him. He’s not a good person, I think. 

He’ll probably give up after bumping into walls a couple of times.” Lingshan knew what temper Yutian 

had, and if the two of them were to fight, it wouldn’t be a pretty sight. 

“Don’t worry. I’ll be careful!” Yutian said. 

“Alright, how about this. Find him if he still doesn’t’ give up after a while?” Lingshan had no choice. 

“Alright- if after a while, he’s still trying, I’ll talk to him.” Yutian nodded. 

Miracle Doctor Guan’s injury medicine was now realized on a large scale to the market. With the 

business channels of both House Liu and Fatty Lai! The sales were soaring high, and after proof that they 

worked, the sales increased even more! 

They were getting sold out too fast, and he needed to make sure the supply was produced quickly 

enough. Otherwise, they’d completely sell out! 

If their supply didn’t meet the demand, there would be negative emotions in the buyers. In order to 

prevent that from happening, Fatty Lai tried his hardest with all his staff and gave them overtime to 

increased production rates! 

It seemed that they had to hold back the new product first. He had to prioritize the injury medicine first! 

There wouldn’t be any more production lines available for the new painkillers they wanted to put out. 

The world was already thirsting for their injury medicine! 

This wasn’t something he expected, and he didn’t expect the internet’s part in this- people all over the 

country were looking to buy some injury medicine, compared to Fatty Lai’s initial plans of release to only 

neighboring states! Everybody knew about Miracle Doctor Guan’s injury medicine! 

The only thing he could do now was increased production again and to meet the demand! 

Chapter 1182: House Kang, Shocked 

 



Eastsea, House Kang’s villa! 

Looking at Miracle Doctor Guan’s company continuing to meet its absurdly high demand, the Kang’s 

were at a loss. 

“Didn’t I tell you guys to control the ingredient channels on the market? What’s going on here, where is 

Miracle Doctor Guan’s medicine company getting so many ingredients??” Miracle Doctor Kang said as 

he looked at the newspaper and tv, throwing his teacup onto the floor as he raged at Guifeng, “Kang 

Guifeng, tell me! What is the meaning of this? Weren’t you in charge of this?” 

“Dad, I really did buy all of the ingredients on the market, even the ones that were lower quality… There 

shouldn’t be any on the market left!” Guifeng said bitterly. “Unless they’ve already started buying large 

shipments of it a few years ago. Otherwise, they wouldn’t be able to find any! 

“A few years ago? How is that possible? Do you think they’d make their medicine a few years ago and 

wait that long to put them on the market? You think that’s possible?” Miracle Doctor Kang raged. 

“I don’t, but… It’s the only explanation!” Guifeng said helplessly. “I’ve asked all the suppliers. They don’t 

have any more ingredients anymore, I even offered high prices, and they still don’t have any, so that 

means it’s empty…” 

“No ingredients? So where the hell does Miracle Doctor Guan get all his ingredients to make so many 

injury medicines? They have even more than what we have, and with that price, we can’t even make the 

basic costs!” Miracle Doctor hmphed. 

“They might be suffering losses intentionally to beat us…” Guifeng hesitated. “This is a common market 

strategy; a lot of people use it! They’ll push our products out of the market, and after that, they’ll take 

over the entire market and raise the price, earning back the profits…” 

“Oh? You’re saying that they’re doing it on purpose? They amassed so much stock and sold them at a 

low price just to fight us?” 

“It’s possible…” Guifeng had been thinking as well- it didn’t make sense why they were able to distribute 

so many units. 

“Well… Everyone- what should we do, then?” Miracle Doctor Kang frowned. 

“Um, grandpa! I have an idea!” Zhaolong had lost face last time, so he spoke up first. 

“Oh? What idea, tell me!” Miracle Doctor Kang looked at his eldest grandson, smiling slightly. He 

actually still preferred him more- although it seemed that ZHaoming was capable recently, too. 

“Well, I think that since Miracle Doctor Guan’s company is suffering losses and underpricing their units, 

we can still remain the same and not adjust our prices. Instead, we’ll buy large quantities of their injury 

medicine! ” Zhaolong said. “Since we won’t even make the base cost, we’ll just buy a lot of their 

products and wait until they can’t sustain it anymore. Then we’ll repackage their medicine and sell it as 

our own medicine, with our normal price!” 

“Hm… That makes sense!” Miracle Doctor Kang nodded, thinking that this was quite doable. But he 

looked toward Zhaoming, wondering if he had any smart ideas as well. Zhaoming had been rather useful 

lately. “Zhaoming, what do you think? What should we do?” 



“Grandpa, I don’t agree with big brother’s points!” Zhaoming was no general in the first place, and he 

just got lucky recently, miraculously earning merit. This made him quite confident, and so he jumped 

against his brother right away! 

“Oh? Why so?”; Miracle Doctor Kang asked. 

“Well…” Zhaoming frowned- he only said so, there was no ‘why’! But since his grandpa asked, he had to 

say something. “Grandpa, think about it, you said it before. Miracle Doctor Guan couldn’t have prepared 

and bought all their ingredients a couple of years ago. If they really did have this miraculous medicine 

back then, they would’ve put it out already, not wait until now! A few years ago, they would’ve been 

able to fight head to head with our company, so it isn’t possible that they would wait on until now!” 

“Then tell me what you think.” Miracle Doctor nodded, thinking that it made sense. 

“Well, I think that this Guan Xuemin might’ve used some cheap ingredients to replace the expensive 

ingredients? After all, he’s an expert in the medical world, and this very well might be a possibility!” 

Zhaoming said. “If he used some sort of low-quality ingredients, then, of course, the cost would be 

lower, and he wouldn’t need to buy all those expensive ingredients…” 

“Isn’t that nonsense? Didn’t you already take their recipe already, are you saying the recipe you got 

wasn’t accurate?” Zhaolong said before anyone else. “Plus, if it were possible to change anything on this 

recipe, we would’ve done so already! Don’t forget, I’m also a medical student, and these few years, our 

House Kang’s labs have been researching if we could replace the expensive ingredients with cheap ones! 

“Are you on the same level as Guan Xuemin? He’s an expert, and you just graduated! It’s good that 

you’re confident, brother, but overconfidence becomes arrogance!” Zhaoming said. “Plus, I’m still 

standing by my opinion. I got the recipe, that’s right, but we can’t be sure that they haven’t altered it 

before production! 

“Alright, stop fighting!” Miracle Doctor Kang was a bit pissed that his two grandsons were fighting at a 

time like this- how were they supposed to deal with the enemy if they fought? 

Zhaoming and Zhaolong shut up at the same time, still heated up. 

“Zhaoming’s words have some truth to them, but the possibility isn’t high- after all, you can’t just 

change the recipe just like that. This was an age-old recipe from ancient times. You don’t just change it!” 

Miracle Doctor Kang said. “We’ll just follow Zhaolong’s idea and buy a large quantity of Miracle Doctor 

Guan’s medicine!” 

“Thank you, grandpa!” Zhaolong said happily. This meant that Miracle Doctor Kang supported his idea. 

This meant that he won this round! 

Chapter 1183: Backfire 

 

 “Don’t be too pleased with yourself! If it weren’t for us canceling the marriage with House Xiao, House 

Kang would be flying high already! You were the one who disagreed with your little brother’s views last 

time! Zhaoming has times where he’s right, and you need to learn from him!” Miracle Doctor Kang 

couldn’t help but scold him a bit once he saw that gleeful look 



“Yes… Grandpa, I understand!” Zhaolong tensed up as he spoke carefully. 

“Grandpa, I still stand by what I said!” Zhaoming didn’t know where this bravery was coming from, but 

he said it, and now he couldn’t back down, even if it was wrong! Although he thought that he was quite 

lucky- recently everything he did went smoothly, and he always guessed right! 

“Grandpa already made his decision, enough, Zhaoming- I know you mean well, but right now, what 

matters is the family’s benefits!” Zhaolong sounded friendly, but the mocking tone was evident- he was 

trying to say that Zhaoming’s view would destroy the family’s benefits! 

“Hmph! Fine then, remember what I said once we lose- you guys were the ones who didn’t listen!” 

Zhaoming was feeling humiliated now, and so he dropped his last words before walking out the door. 

Miracle Doctor sighed as he watched his second grandson leave, feeling complicated. Did this grandson 

of his have potential? Every time he spoke, the words sounded so ridiculous- but then each time they hit 

the mark! Was it a coincidence, or did he see something they didn’t? 

But, the move they were making this time wouldn’t cause them to lose too much- even if Miracle Doctor 

Guan continued at this price, House Kang would neither benefit or miss anything. It’d just waste a bit of 

their effort, that’s all. 

With that, Miracle Doctor Kang calmed down. 

The lion was at House Chu, being a follower, and Gou Huli wasn’t pleased! She spent so much to buy this 

trained lion, and now the Chu’s took it from her! 

She was getting pissed the more she thought about it, and so the next day, she went to the Chu House 

to get her lion back! 

Although she had no idea how. They wouldn’t give her anything and would scold her if she just walked 

up the door, especially if it were than Chen Yushu girl who opened the door! 

She watched outside into the yard, seeing the lion squatting there without moving an inch. She felt that 

this was the opportunity of a lifetime! Weiwu wasn’t there, and Yushu wasn’t there, just the lion! 

“Lion, lion, my sweet lion, let’s go home?” Huli smiled as she walked over. 

The lion raised its lazy eyelids, took a look at her, and put them back down again, as if she weren’t there, 

as if even responding was unnecessary. 

“Roar…” Huli started roaring softly once she saw that the lion was ignoring her. She thought that since 

this lion was a male, perhaps he’d be interested in a female lion? 

But, the lion didn’ even react! It didn’t even look at her! 

She thought that he didn’t hear her, and so she became louder. “Roar!! Roar!!” 

The lion ignored her. 

She was panicking. “Roar! Roar!! Roaaar!! Roaroroaaar!!” 



This time, the lion didn’t respond, but Yushu did come out! She thought that the lion was roaring and 

getting horny out there, and so she came up with Weiwu to punish it- but it wasn’t the lion, it was Huli! 

“Oh?” Yushu looked at her confusedly. “Old lady, now that you don’t have a lion anymore, you’re 

pretending to be one?” 

Huli was pissed and embarrassed all at once. Why would she pretend to be a lion, she was trying to get 

him back, but he wouldn’t even look at her! 

“Why would I do that? I’m here to bring my lion back!” Huli hmphed. 

“Oh sure, do what you want,” Yushu said casually and walked back in, leaving Huli there, just standing 

there. 

A while later, she stomped the ground and left furiously! She spoke big, but how she supposed to drag 

or hug this lion away if he didn’t move? 

Huli thought about it, and an idea popped up- lions loved meat, and this one loved the fresh one from 

the supermarket! With that thought, she quickly went home, got in her car, and went to the market to 

buy a big piece of beef to return to House Chu. 

“I’m back, lion! LIon, I bought your favorite beef, come home with me?” Huli said as she waved the 

meat. 

The lion did look at her this time- he roared a bit and got up! 

Huli was overjoyed- this was an animal after all, and it came to anyone with food! Of course, he’d want 

to go back with her if she had food! 

“Lion, come back with me, and there’ll be meat all day round, you’ll have a big round belly!” Huli said 

gleefully. 

The lion only went up to her and bit the meat away from her hand, along with the plastic bag! She let 

her hand go subconsciously, worried that’d she get bitten. And now the lion had the meat. 

“Little lion, I gave you the beef- come home with me!” Hul quickly said. 

But the lion turned around and showed her his ass before quickly running to the Chu house 

It went to the front door, pawing at the door. 

A while later, Yushu opened the door. 

The lion gave Yushu the bag of beef, and Yushu saw that it was a bag full of fresh meat. She was quite 

pleased! “Little lion, where did you get all this beef? We were just wondering what to eat tonight, and 

now we have curry beef potatoes!” 

The lion turned around and indicated in Huli’s direction with his head 

Chapter 1184: Diarrhea 

 



 “Thank you, old lady! We do appreciate you buying food for us!” Yushu waved at the red-faced Huli. 

“Damn it!!” Huli was pissed off, but there was nothing she could do! 

Yushu took the meat and walked back inside. “Shield Bro, Gou Huli gave us some beef. Can you check 

and see if it’s alright?” 

Lin Yi didn’t go out, but he did see what happened outside. He took the bag over and observed it, 

smelling it a bit and even licking it once, “It’s fine, it’s fresh. I’ll use it for dinner for you guys.” 

“Oh, the old lady sure is nice!” Yushu clapped her hands. 

“But this one is a bit too big, we can’t finish it- cut half of it for that lion.” Lin Yi said. 

“Okay!” Yushu happily went to the kitchen and cut off a big chunk of it before walking back to the door, 

tossing it to the lion. “Little lion, this is your reward! Good job!” 

The lion bit the meat in mid-air, gesturing its head as if thanking her. 

This pissed the woman outside to her limits. She was the one who bought that meat! 

Huli was depressed now. This lion was so ungrateful! Fine, don’t blame her for what she was about to do 

then! 

In her rage, she came up with an idea. She drove her race car to the market once more! 

This time, she bought a big piece of pig meat but didn’t leave right away, going to the pharmacy instead 

and buying a laxative. 

She found a random spot and powdered the laxative and mixing it into the meat until it couldn’t be 

seen. She grinned evilly and went back. 

She took the meat out, and once she got back to the Chu villa, and pretended to be like before as she 

called out. “Little Lion, I came back for you. This is your favorite pork, come home with me, alright?” 

With that, she waved the meat- and the lion did the same taking it and walking to the front door, 

pawing at it. 

Yushu came out a while later and was a bit confused once she saw the bag in the lion’s mouth. Was this 

Huli an idiot? Why was she doing it again, was he addicted to being played or did she have a bad 

memory? 

But she didn’t say anything, taking the bag over and looked at Huli. “Thank you again, Old lady! Nice 

pork!” 

“Wayaya! Dman it!” Huli pretended to be pissed off. 

Yushu took it back to the living room suspiciously. “Shield Bro, why did Huli bring us food again? Is 

something wrong with it? 

“Let me check.” Lin Yi smelled it and used a finger to wipe it, putting it in his mouth. “Laxatives.” 



“Ah!” Yushu said angrily. “I knew that she wouldn’t be so nice, giving us a big piece of pork right after- of 

course, she wouldn’t!” 

“General Weiwu, come here.” Lin Yi waved his hand. 

Weiwu, naturally, came waddling over now that his boss summoned him. 

“Get this to Gou Huli’s kitchen; don’t let anyone see you! Come back after planting it there.” Lin Yi 

ordered. 

“Woof, woof!” Weiwu barked twice and took the bag from his hands, leaving. 

Yushu held her tummy and laughed loudly. “Wahahaha! Shield Bro, you’re so evil! I was still thinking 

about how I should punish that old lady! Hahaha! All of them are going to the bathroom tonight!” 

“Ha… That’s what Gou Huli brought on themselves.” Lin Yi didn’t mind. He didn’t do anything. It wasn’t 

even his laxatives. It had nothing to do with them. 

Huli was quite pleased that Yushu hadn’t come out yet- this meant that they’d taken the pork! All of 

them would use the bathroom tonight! 

There was a feast tonight at House Xiao. It was the housekeeper’s first night. After Miss Yu left, Huli 

hired an all-time housekeeper in charge of cooking and cleaning. 

This was her first day, and naturally, she made quite a lot of dishes to win their approval! 

Huli was quite pleased as she looked at all the dishes. This housekeeper was pretty good. She would 

keep her around for now. 

House Xiao, along with the two Pi masters, sat at the table and started digging in! It was good food, and 

they enjoyed it, especially so with Huli, who was just feeling pleased after what she did to House Chu! 

There was red braised meat and some homemade food- for House Xiao, who have had so many high-

class food items before, homemade food was the best. 

Huli ate a lot, and she felt quite full. 

But the problem arose sometime later! 

First, it was Xiao Wangba and Xiao Wangdao- their stomachs started rumbling. The two were young 

men, and they ate more, so they were the first ones to react! 

They started charging for the bathroom! 

The next one was Gou Huli! She ate a lot because of her good mood, and she started going to the 

bathroom as well… then it was Xiao Ji and Xiao Ben, as well as Xiao Ben’s wife, and only then was it the 

Pi’s turn! 

House Pi’s masters ate quite a bit, too, but their tough bodies made it so that the reaction came last! 

Fortunately for them, it was a villa, and there were bathrooms on every floor and in every room. 

Otherwise, they’d have to go outside to search for one! 



Chapter 1185: Stunned Gou Huli 

 

Looking at House Xiao’s members rush to the toilets like that made the housekeeper Miss Liu freeze. She 

was the only one who didn’t eat at the same table with them, and she was the only one who didn’t have 

stomach problems- this meant that there was something wrong with the dishes! 

“Miss Liu, what on earth is this food you made, you trying to kill us?” Huli said with a pale face as she sat 

in a corner, while the other Xiaos lay around on the chairs and sofas. The Pi’s were in a much better 

condition, being practitioners and all. 

But even so, their faces didn’t look good. They were sweating, too! There was a saying that strong men 

couldn’t handle three shits in a row, wasn’t there? 

“Madam, I… I don’t know, all the materials I used were all pre-made, and all bought by the young master 

and small young master, I just cooked it…” Miss Liu said very carefully. She didn’t know how this 

happened, but the Xiao’s were having stomach problems, and she had some responsibility. 

“Really? Wangba, Wangdao, did you guys buy something that wasn’t fresh?” Huli turned to the two 

boys. 

“No, they’re all from the big market, they’re really fresh- we wouldn’t buy them if they weren’t!” 

Wangba said bitterly. “House Xiao is different nowadays, we’ve got two master fighters at home, of 

course, I’d buy the best stuff!” 

“Then that’s weird… Did something mix in that wasn’t supposed to be?” Huli frowned as she held her 

stomach. 

“That’s not right- brother, do you remember that we didn’t buy any pork? We only bought a tenderloin. 

We didn’t buy pork belly meat! How was this red braised porn made?” Wangba suddenly slapped his 

thigh. 

“Yeah, we didn’t buy pork belly!” Wangba remembered as well. “Miss Liu, where did you buy that? Did 

you shop for it yourself?” 

“I didn’t!” Miss Liu felt wronged. “It was with the other ingredients in the kitchen! I am still in a trial 

period, not even getting a salary- I wouldn’t go buy meat myself!” 

“You’re right- but then where did this meat come from?” Xiaoben felt that she wasn’t lying- his son and 

his elder brother’s son wouldn’t have teamed up to lie anyway. He didn’t feel that there was too big of 

an issue with a bit of diarrhea at first, but something was wrong! 

“I don’t know, second master!” Miss Liu said. “Right, there is still a lot of that pork left, it’s in the 

kitchen- perhaps you could inspect it?” 

“Of course!” Xiao Ben’s face darkened as he stood up and went to the kitchen, followed by all the Xiao 

members! 

As expected, there was a big piece of raw pork meat in the fridge, wrapped with plastic. There was a 

price tag on it. 



“It says here it’s bought today, it should be a fresh piece of meat…” Xiao Ben frowned as he looked at it. 

Gou Huli, on the other hand, was stunned and silent, as if struck by lightning! Her eyes were wide and 

staring at the plastic! 

Of course, she knew where this came from. This was the one she bought from the market! 

She understood now why everyone had diarrhea. It was because she put laxatives in this meat herself!! 

She didn’t know what to say! 

Where did this come from, exactly, wasn’t this supposed to have been given to Yushu? Did it fly over 

here? 

She didn’t understand, and she felt disgusted as if she’d caused the whole thing! 

“This isn’t from the supermarket. It’s from the grocery market- it’s not among the things Wangba and 

Wangdao bought back!” Xiao Ben looked at the price tag and compared it to the other price tags. “So, 

this meat is really suspicious- it isn’t the meat’s problem since it looks fresh, but it has probably been 

tampered with!” 

“Yes, you’re right, second brother!” Xiao Ji nodded. “Second brother, look inside the plastic, there’s 

some white powder- could it be laxatives?” 

Xiao Ji pointed inside, and there really were some white chunks that were hard to notice. 

“Miss Liu was getting worried. “Master, second master, I don’t know, it wasn’t me…” 

“We’ll ask the boss tomorrow at the market whether if it’s you! This is a big piece, and it must’ve been 

expensive- he would’ve remembered for sure.” Xiao Ben had an idea. 

“No need… I was the one who bought the meat…” Huli’s face was bitter as she finally spoke up- it was 

unfortunate, but she had to admit it. After all, this was a mysterious thing that happened, and she 

wanted Xiao Ben to analyze it for her. 

“You bought it? Sis-in-law, this meat…” Xiao Ben paused, looking at her oddly. He didn’t think that she’d 

poison the Xiaos like this, plus, she ate it herself, she was a victim! 

“You bitch, you trying to kill House Xiao?!” Xiao Ji slapped her right away, spinning her a bit and almost 

making her trip. 

“Brother, what are you doing?! She wouldn’t have done it on purpose. Didn’t she even eat it herself?” 

Xiao Ben was very speechless- wasn’t this person getting angry too easily? She’d just admitted and fell 

onto the floor! 

“Hmph, then what happened?” Xaio Ji hmphed coldly as he looked at Huli. 

“I did buy this meat, but I bought it for House Chu, not for us!” Huli didn’t dare hide anything. She told 

them how she went o get her lion back, how she got humiliated, how she put laxatives in the meat… 

Chapter 1186: We’ll go to Their Doorstep 

 



Xiao Ben didn’t know if he should be amused or sad- this would have to be done from House Chu, and 

he knew Lin Yi’s strength. It wouldn’t be hard for him to sneak this meat in their kitchen! 

It seemed that Lin Yi had already seen through her plot, and returned it to her! 

“Fuck! You damn bitch. You stupid bitch!” Xiao Ji slapped her face once more. “I already told you that a 

lion was nothing, and second brother is already trying to figure out how to punish House Chu, and yet! 

Yet you’re still making your own plans? Good, now everyone’s shitting their pants with you!” 

“Brother, enough! This isn’t actually that bad- if she’d bought poison instead of laxatives, then we’d all 

be in the hospital already!” Xiao Ben smiled helplessly. “It’s fine, let it be- we’re not much, but I’m 

worried that the masters from House Pi got dragged into it!” 

“We’re fine- our bodies are well trained and protected!” House Pi’s elder master said, not wanting to 

lose face as he waved it off. “Practitioners all have strong bodies!” 

“That’s good to hear!” Xiao Ben breathed in relief. “Sorry for the whole mess…” 

“It’s fine- if that’s all, then I’ll return to my room to rest!” With that, Elder Pi left. He had to use the toilet 

again, after all. 

Three days passed, and Huli didn’t appear in the hospital, as if she’d forgotten about the whole thing. 

Other than Miss Yu’s manager coming over to give compensation, that was it. 

Goudan said that his boss was good enough to be able to heal her leg, but Yuanyuan wasn’t certain since 

his boss didn’t come to make the conclusion. “Zhou Jiaming, that boss of yours… Can he really fix mom’s 

leg?” 

“Of course! Do you believe me, Yuanyaun? If you do, that’s all you need! I wouldn’t lie to you!” Goudan 

patted his chest. 

“Okay!” Yuanyuan sighed in relief. 

“Yuanyuan, this lion’s owner hasn’t appeared yet. I need to go talk to them! We can’t just get bullied like 

that” Goudan had been calculating the days, after all. 

“What if… Maybe we can just let it go. I’m worried they’re too strong and will come to cause trouble…” 

Yuanyuan said, worried. It had been a couple of days already, and she’d come to some peace with the 

situation. Although she was still sad, she wasn’t angry anymore. 

“That can’t do! My boss said that if people are bullying you and stepping you, you need to bully back, 

twofold! I can’t embarrass my boss! You’re… my friend, and if you’re getting bullied, that’s the same as 

me getting bullied. I need to confront hem!” Goudan said seriously. 

“Then… Then be careful, if they’re unreasonable, then just leave it be…” Yuanyuan said once she was 

how insistent he was. He’d received the address of where the owner lived from her mom two days 

before, and knowing his personality, she knew she couldn’t stop him. 

“I got it. I’ll go to them right now- if they’re unreasonable, then I’ll one shot the lion!” Goudan said and 

left with wide strides. 



She sighed as she watched him leave, wondering if she should feel happy or troubled. 

They felt a lot safer now that Goudan was with them, but with his recklessness and talk of killing people 

here and there, it really gave her a headache! 

Goudan was smart now this time- he had a map with him to prevent getting lost. Following the map, he 

came to the front of the luxurious villa- what a house!! 

The house he lived in with Yuanyuan may have been much better than the ones n the village, but look at 

this villa! It seemed like a palace! No wonder the people living there were so cocky! 

But, you still had to take responsibility after your pet bit someone! 

Goudan didn’t ring on the doorbells or anything. He always yelled when he looked for people. He 

slammed the door, too, there weren’t any doorbells! 

“Hello? Is anyone here” Goudan started slam-knocking on the iron door. 

Of course, Goudan knew that this woman was unreasonable, but he wasn’t sure where she stood yet. 

He couldn’t just break the door down just like that. 

His voice boomed across the house, and all of the Xiaos heard it loud and clear. 

“Is anyone here? Hello? Is anyone here??” Goudan continued slamming. 

The door finally opened, and Xiao Ji walked out. “Who is it, yelling in front of House Xiao? You don’t 

want to live anymore?” 

“It’s me!” Goudan said as he pointed. “Where is Gou Huli? Tell her to come to meet me!” 

“Gou Huli?” Xiao Ji’s face darkened as he sized him up. “Who are you? What do you want with my 

wife?” 

“Oh? Is she your old wife? Good, tell her to come out!” Goudan knew that she was in the right place. 

“Who’re you calling old wife?!” Huli had come out with Xiao Ji, and hearing the word old pissed her off- 

this was the second time she got called that! “You’re here to cause trouble, aren’t you, brat?” 

Huli didn’t know that this was how you called people back at the village. Calling people an old man or an 

old woman who was a bit high on the age number was normal. In her ears, however, it sounded like an 

insult! Of course, she didn’t like to be called that! 

Chapter 1187: House Pi’s Master Fights 

 

 “You’re Gou Huli? You’re the one I’m looking for!” Goudan pointed at the iron door. “Open up, let me 

in!” 

“Open up? You’re here to cause trouble, aren’t you? Can’t you see where you are, this isn’t somewhere 

for you to flip out! How dare you scream here. Do you want to die?!” Huli naturally didn’t treat him as a 

threat. 



“So you are quite unreasonable. Not only did your lion bite someone, but you still don’t seem to feel 

sorry!” Huli knew that she didn’t regret what happened at all. 

“Lion? You’re here for that housekeeper?” Huli’s face darkened, understanding why he came. After all, 

her lion had only injured one human before. 

“I’m not here to cause trouble. I’m just here to talk about it. Your lion bit someone, and you’re not even 

going to apologize? Do you even have a conscience?” Goudan pointed. 

“Scram! You’re not welcome here!” Huli was just all pissed off about the lion, and now Goudan was here 

to cause trouble! Just remembering what happened to her lion pissed her off. 

“Well? Scram!” Xiao Ben thought it was a big deal, but apparently, it was just some housekeeper who 

got bit! “Didn’t we pay compensation already? What, it’s not enough?” 

“It’s not about money; it’s about your attitude! You need to address this!” Goudan didn’t think that 

everyone from the house was all unreasonable! 

“Don’t push it, brat- scram now, and we’ll let this go, or don’t blame me for what happens next!” Xiao Ji 

hmphed coldly. “Look at where you are. This is not a place for you!” 

“Looks like your entire family is unreasonable!” Goudan didn’t want to waste time talking to these 

people anymore. “If so, then I’ll go to the one directly responsible- give me the lion, I’ll kill it in one shot 

and leave you people alone!” 

“Haha!” Huli laughed coldly. “The lion? Yeah, the lion is in here, what are you going to do? Kill it? 

Bullshit!” 

Xiao Ben didn’t believe Goudan’s words, either. He turned around with a cold smile with Huli, ignoring 

him. 

“Alright, looks like I’ll have to go in myself!” Goudan used his hand and pulled the iron door apart as if it 

were made of mud. 

He walked in with large strides as if the two didn’t exist at all! 

Xiao Ji and Huli froze- they thought that this was just some relative of the housekeeper, so of course 

they didn’t care- but he was a practitioner! That iron door bent like mud for them! 

The two naturally knew about how strong practitioners could be. They weren’t ignorant of the world. 

Xiao Ji panicked right then. “Hurry, get House Pi’s masters here!” 

Huli didn’t waste time- she stumbled up the stairs quickly. “Elder Pi, Master Pi, someone’s attacking 

House Xiao! Please help us!” 

The two Pi’s were just meditating and practitioning when they heard the call, frowning. Could the Xiaos 

have gotten into some kind of trouble? After all, they’ve always treated them with a lot of respect and 

good food the whole time, and House Pi told them that the only time they could ask them for help was 

when big enough trouble had appeared. It actually made Elder Pi and Master Pi feel bad for not doing 

anything. 



Now that someone had come, it was their chance! Although, he also worried whether it was some 

random thug that came, or if it were a practitioner. If it was a practitioner, then he could make a move, 

but if it were a common thug, it’d be an insult to his strength! 

“What’s wrong? Head of House Xiao, there’s someone causing trouble?” Elder Pi pushed open the door. 

“Elder Pi, help! It’s a practitioner. He just pulled the iron door apart like mud!” Xiao Ji quickly said. 

“Oh? Pulled apart the iron door?” Elder Pi frowned. He knew just how thick the door was, and it had to 

be a practitioner to have been able to do that- at least a golden class early phase! Was he a spiritual 

practitioner or physical? 

At the thought, he turned to Mister Pi beside him. “Let’s go see what happened!” 

“Thank you, Master Pi!” Xiao Ji breathed out in relief now that Elder PI was helping. Things were fine 

now! 

The two walked downstairs to bump into Er Goudan, who was looking around for a lion. 

“So, you’re the troublemaker?” Elder Pi stood in front of Goudan, asking him flatly. He couldn’t tell how 

strong he was yet, or which type of practitioner he was. He had to wait until he channeled his strength; 

he couldn’t just look at someone and learn their level the way Lin Yi did. 

“Who are you? Are you helpers that those the old couple hired?” Goudan looked at Elder Pi oddly. “Why 

are they so useless, hiring an old man? Go away. I’m looking for the lion!” 

“You dare disrespect Elder Pi!” The young man beside Elder Pi raged- this was Elder Pi, someone who 

had some status even in House Pi!! He was his elder, and so Goudan’s disrespect really angered him! He 

sent out a slap towards his face! 

From what they could see, this guy shouldn’t be too strong, probably just a golden class! Dealing with 

someone like this should be a breeze since he was a Mystic and all! 

Chapter 1188: Tragic Misunderstanding 

 

But, what he didn’t expect was that Goudan didn’t seem to even care about him- he just grabbed Mister 

Pi’s arm and pushed him away, making him fly off from the third floor and smashing onto the marble 

table! He fainted right away, taking a lot of damage. 

Mister Pi was an early Mystic phase- he was extremely powerful! He wouldn’t be hurt from a five-story 

drop, let alone three floors! He was a physical practitioner, too, so it wouldn’t hurt him at all! 

But today, he’d met his match- the first was because he underestimated his opponent, and wasn’t on 

alert- it was too late for him to react when he was already flying down, and even if he did, Goudan was 

extremely strong- he slammed down onto that marble table with some of Goudan’s residual strength, so 

of course he’d faint! 

Elder Pi froze as well. He didn’t think he’d be able to just fling Mister Pi out like that! Yes, he 

underestimated the opponent, but this Goudan was clearly no simple man! 



The most important thing here was that Goudan attacked within a very fast interval, and Edler Pi didn’t 

get the chance to see what strength level he was! He regretted not paying attention, but that pissed him 

off even more! He’d embarrassed himself in front of a follower! 

“Kid, where are you from? What are you here for?” Elder Pi decided to ask who this guy’s faction was. 

“Old man, I came here for the lion, not to cause trouble! As for that guy, he hit me. First, that’s why I 

tossed him out!” Goudan was a reasonable man, “Give me the lion. I’ll kill it in one shot and leave!” 

“Kid, you really don’t know who you’re dealing with! How dare you make such a request!” Elder Pi felt 

angry that he was being disrespected, “Good, very good! You’re a brave one. Not many dares go crazy in 

front of me like that! I’ll make you pay for your disrespect!” 

Elder Pi was raging at this point- Goudan wasn’t planning on giving him any face or respect! He was 

someone with status in House Pi. He was almost going into Earth class soon! Who did this brat think he 

was! 

Goudan didn’t know where this was coming from. “I don’t even know who you are- old man, do you 

want to stand up for the lion or what? If not, then leave, I don’t want to beat you up!” 

“Wayayaya! I am Pi Yangyang!” Elder Pi fumed in anger- what was this guy saying? He was an important 

man, even in the hidden House Pi! Since when had he received such humiliation?! He threw out his big-

name right away, he needed to show this guy who was boss! 

“Huh?” Goudan paused. “Your skin itches?” 

(Note: Pi Yangyang means skin itching in Chinese) 

Goudan’s brain was a bit confused, so this was why this old man was butting in. It was because he was 

itching for trouble! Goudan was a practical man, but he felt that he was in a difficult position. This old 

man was stopping him from looking for his lion because he was itching for it? Didn’t itching for it mean 

you wanted to get beat up? 

But he had no cause to fight him! He really didn’t want to beat him up! But then, if he didn’t make him 

leave, this old man wouldn’t let him go look for the lion! 

And so Goudan had no choice. “Your skin itches?” 

“Yes, I am Pi Yangyang!” Elder Pi thought that Goudan had heard his famous name before, judging by his 

troubled expression. So his name really was strong in the common world. These practitioners all knew 

about him! Since Goudan knew him, he’d tell him his master and house, and if it were a small sect or a 

small noble house, he’d go confront them in place of House Pi! 

This was a great chance! He’d be able to get a huge compensation payment, and the head of his house 

would be pleased! 

“Man, I didn’t want to beat you up, but since you’re itching for it, I’ll have no choice but to beat you up! 

Otherwise, you won’t let me look for the lion!” Goudan sighed helplessly and slammed his fist into Pi 

Yangyang’s face. 



Pi Yangyang was just trying to comprehend what the hell this guy was talking about when a fist slammed 

into his face, knocking him down!! 

He was a Mystic late phase peak- he had extremely strong defenses, and normal attacks wouldn’t work 

on him unless it was someone more powerful! But Goudan was a special case- he beat a couple more 

fists and put him down. 

“I’m… Pi Yangyang… That’s my name…” Yangyang finally realized what was going on- this kid thought he 

was saying his skin itched!! He quickly called out to explain as he put his focus into defending his vital 

body parts! 

It hurt so much! As he felt humiliated and angry, he was also shocked- he knew how strong he was, and 

only someone who was at least Mystic mid-phase would be able to beat him like this! 

Was this kid really that strong? 

But the next instant shocked him even more- a loud crack sounded, and his right leg burst into pain! 

Goudan had broken his right leg!! 

He was able to do that even when he was guarding it? Was this person stronger than mid-phase Mystic? 

Just how powerful was he?! 

At the thought, Yangyang felt that he really was extremely unfortunate- what did he do to deserve 

meeting such a monster practitioner?! 

Chapter 1189: House Xiao’s Problems 

 

 “I’m sorry. I couldn’t hold back my strength…” Goudan apologized, feeling bad after he broke his leg. “I 

was already trying to be careful, so I wouldn’t kill you, but I didn’t think your leg would be this fragile… I 

broke it by accident…” 

“What?!” Yangyang didn’t understand what was going on- this was ‘holding back’?! Was he trying not to 

kill him? Did this mean that the guy was even stronger than what he saw right now? It would only take a 

snap of his finger to have him killed?! 

What the hell did these Xiaos piss off? This man was a monster! It didn’t matter for now whether he was 

holding back or if he was boasting. The fact was that he was much stronger than Yangyang! 

After all, if it were Yangyang himself fighting the same level fighter, he wouldn’t have a guarantee of 

hurting him if he were focusing on defense! The two would be at a draw!! 

So Yangyang was stunned to the core- this place was filled with hiding dragons and tigers. This random 

kid just came and beat him up!! 

“It’s okay, you’re Mystic late phase peak, right? My boss said that this level of practitioner has self-

healing abilities, so if you lie down a few days, it’ll be fine!” Goudan consoled. “Don’t worry! But you 

can’t blame me. I came here to look for a lion, but you came up and said you were itching, forcing me to 

beat you up! Man, the world is quite interesting!” 



Yangyang didn’t even have time to spit out blood as he fainted- he’d never been so humiliated in his 

entire life, but what could he do? He was way weaker than Goudan!! 

Xiao Ji and Huli were shocked and stunned- what the hell was this guy? Even a Mystic, late phase peak, 

couldn’t handle him, could he be an Earth class? Xiao Ji’s legs went weak right away! 

House Xiao had just gotten strong, and now this monster came in to cause trouble! Xiao Ji was raging 

and panicking as he sent a slap to Huli. “You damn bitch! Look what the hell you’ve done, lion, lion, lion, 

now look! Look at what you’ve done. That damned lion bit someone he shouldn’t have!!” 

Huli was completely shocked and shaking, not even reacting to the slap- she only lowered her head and 

covered her face, feeling helpless. It was a housekeeper. What the hell was this housekeeper doing with 

a guy who was able to beat down Mystic late phase peaks?? Why was she a housekeeper?! Just get this 

guy to ask the noble houses for some protection money, they’d all pay up! Even House Yu would be 

respecting him! Great, this housekeeper decided just to be a housekeeper, and now she was in deep 

shit!! 

“Mister Warrior… Have mercy… How much money do you want, we’ll give it to you, just let us go!” Xiao 

Ji was a typical type of person. He submitted to the strong, and here was someone who was the 

definition of strong- even Hidden House Pi masters couldn’t fight him. Of course, he’d start begging! 

“Yes, It’s my fault! This is what you wanted, right. I’ll take responsibility! I’ll apologize for my lion!” With 

that, Huli started slapping herself loudly. 

“Shouldn’t you have done that earlier instead of wasting my time?” Goudan thought that his boss was 

right- in front of true power, bad people were just jokers! He hmphed. “Where’s the lion? Get the lion 

out, I’ll kill it in one hit, and that’ll be it!” 

“I…” Huli didn’t doubt that he’d be able to one hit the lion- even someone like Pi Yangyang was taken 

down with ease, let alone a lion! But the lion wasn’t here! “Mister Warrior, the lion isn’t in the villa 

anymore. It left…” 

“Left? Did you sponsor its getaway after you realized he messed up?” Goudan glared. 

“Wha?!” Hili froze- why the hell would she be sponsoring a lion to run away? But she didn’t say that out 

loud- she didn’t want to die from a slap from this monster! She smiled bitterly, “Mister Warrior, that lion 

ran on its own. It wasn’t us…” 

“Dear Mister Warrior, if you’re looking for the warrior, I’ll tell you where to find it!” Xiao Ben walked out 

slowly after hiding the whole time- he felt cold shivers all over his body when he saw Goudan’s strength. 

House Xiao really was in trouble now, getting involved with a monster like this! 

But, upon further observation, this guy seemed to be an enemy of the lion, not the House Xiao, and 

even the thing with Elder Pi was a misunderstanding! 

So Xiao Ben thought that he might be able to turn this thing around- after all, that lion had run to House 

Chu! Wasn’t he looking for the lion? Go to House Chu then! It was possible that he’d get into conflict 

with those at House Chu, and he might beat Lin Yi down as well. It’d be best if he could cripple him and 

take revenge for the Xiaos! 



Xiaoben felt that he was a genius- even the masterful Zhu Geliang of ancient times wasn’t as smart as 

him, was he? No wonder even his older brother, the head of the house, always listened to what he said! 

“Oh? Where’s the lion?” Goudan turned to Xiao Ben. 

“The lion’s now following an owner that’s even more powerful, so it’s ignoring us now… It even has a 

golden class dog as its boss now!” Xiao Ben said seriously. It wasn’t a secret that House Chu had a 

golden class dog, the noble houses all knew about it. 

“What?! Golden class dog? Even dogs can be golden class?” Goudan’s eyes went wide, waving his hand 

the next instant. “But whatever if it’s protecting the lion, then I’ll kill it with one hit!” 

Xiao Ji and Huli looked at each other- Xiao Ben really was a genius, using this monster to turn him to 

House Chu, instead of just letting him leave! It solved everything and benefited them! 

Chapter 1190: Er Goudan and Chen Yushu 

 

Before, Huli always thought that even though her man was the head of the house, he’d always discuss 

with Xiao Ben no matter what the issue was- who was the head of the house at that point? But now, she 

really admired Xiao Ben’s abilities from the bottom of her heart- he was good! 

“Yeah, the owner of that house is really powerful, you need to be careful, Mister Warrior! He’s really 

protective!” 

“Even if he is, he needs to address this matter!” Goudan raged. “I’ll kill them with a fist if they 

intervene!” 

“Then… Then you really will have done the people a justice!” Xiao Ben smiled. “That family roams the 

streets like a tyrant, messing with everyone- everyone will thank you if you beat them to death!” 

“Tell me the address. I’ll go meet them now!” Goudan was no idiot, but he was an honest and 

straightforward type, believing what Xiao Ben said to him at face value. He wouldn’t have gotten 

scammed back at the train station otherwise. 

“Let’s go, Mister Warrior. I’ll show you the way!” Xiao Ben made a respectful ‘after you’ gesture at the 

door. 

Goudan walked out and walked in the direction Xiao Ben pointed, all the way to House Chu. 

The House Xiao members, on the other hand, laughed loudly as they watched him leave! 

“Brother, you really are good. You let someone that powerful go to House Chu for trouble, even Lin Yi 

wouldn’t be able to fend them off!” Xiao Ji gave him a thumbs-up of approval. 

“Of course, he wouldn’t be!” Xiao Ben smiled. “It’d be best if they get into a heated argument, and if he 

kills Lin Yi, then our next step would be to swallow up Chu Pengzhan’s company! 

He was still rather coveting the business of Pengzhan- he didn’t get it last time, and he had never been 

able to let it go. They wanted to get stronger with House Pi’s support when they came, but they still 

didn’t find the chance to flex on House Chu! 



With Goudan in the picture, however, Lin Yi would at least be in critical condition, if not dead! 

“Brilliant, brother!” Xiao Ji nodded. “Right, the two Pi masters…” 

“I almost forgot- big brother. We need to get them to the hospital! If something happens to them, it’ll 

be on us!” Xiao Ben quickly turned to the two Pi’s. They may not have been as strong as Goudan, but 

they were more than enough for other noble houses! 

And so he called the ambulance… 

Goudan arrived at House Chu’s villa- and there was the lion, with a dog… The dog seemed to be training 

it, making it jump up and down! 

The dog was no simple dog! One look at it, and he knew that it must be strong, even though he couldn’t 

tell what strength level it had. Otherwise, what was a lion doing bowing down to him? Goudan knew 

about the nature of animals in his time in the jungle, after all. 

But, some distance away from the lion and the dog were two pretty girls, one tall and one well 

endowed, both of which were conducting the dog to tell him to train the lion! 

Goudan blushed once he saw these two pretty girls- why were the girls he saw getting prettier and 

prettier? He turned his eyes away after one look- his father taught him not to look too much. 

His father told him all the time when he was small that he couldn’t get too pretty a woman as his wife! 

Goudan knew himself, too- he may be strong, but he wasn’t handsome, nor elegant, nor smart. Having 

Yu Yuanyuan was already very fortunate for him already. He didn’t dare aim for girls that were too 

pretty! 

But Goudan was quite curious- didn’t they say this was a family of bad people? How could someone so 

pretty be a bad person? After all, Huli looked like the type of bratty housewife that was petty and cheap- 

these two were cute and pretty, not evil looking at all. 

Looking at the lock on the yard’s door, Goudan knocked on it. He really didn’t want to go violent on 

them, even though he knew that a pretty face didn’t mean a pretty heart. Didn’t he just meet a pretty 

liar back at the train station? But he still decided to use reason first. 

“Who are you looking for?” Yushu was training the lion when she heard a knock. A guy in simple clothing 

was standing outside. 

“I’m looking for this lion! The lion bit my friend’s mother, and I’m here to talk about it! If you give me 

the lion, then I’ll let things go!” Goudan didn’t act right away- he knew that this was a bit complicated, 

after all, and even though the lion was here, he’d bitten the victim at the Xiao House. It had nothing to 

do with the girls. 

“Lion? Bit your friend’s mother? That isn’t possible- it never left our house after coming here, have you 

made a mistake?” Yushu didn’t know where this was coming from. 

“The lion belongs to Gou Huli, right? My friend’s mother is a housekeeper of hers back then, and she got 

bitten by the lion.” 



“Well! If she got bitten in Gou Huli’s house, go look for Gou Huli to talk about it, why are you here to 

mess with the lion? It’s an animal! If it weren’t for the evil owner, it wouldn’t bite your friend’s mother 

at all!” Yushu saw that Goudan was a bit silly-looking, and she didn’t want to waste time explaining to 

him. 

“She already apologized and paid compensation. Now it’s the lion that’s left. Give it to me, and I’ll kill it 

with one strike!” Goudan said. He felt that Yushu’s words made sense, but the lion had committed the 

crime. 

“This lion has turned over a new leaf, and plus, now that he’s in my house he’s now my lion, how am I 

supposed to know about his past? Go look for that old lady Gou Huli. Kill her with one strike!” Yushu 

frowned, getting impatient. 

 


